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BODY-WORN CAMERA



VT50
BODY-WORN 
CAMERA
SEE THE BIGGER 
PICTURE WITH 
OUR SMALLEST 
BODY-WORN 
CAMERA
Compact, discreet and intuitive, 
the VT50 integrates seamlessly 
with your existing technology 
infrastructure.

Stream high-quality video to 
the control room via Wi-Fi®, 
to ensure front-line teams are 
protected in the moments that 
matter.
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THE INDISPUTABLE 
EVIDENCE 
CAPTURED BY A 
VT50 IS PERFECT 
FOR INCIDENT 
MANAGEMENT 
AND RESPONSE.



Lens
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OVERVIEW
Lightweight, compact 
and discreet

Intuitive operation and 
camera management

VMS integration

3 month stand-by 
battery-life

16GB memory 
capacity (VT50) 
128GB (VT50-XLR)

High-quality video and 
audio recording

Wi-Fi streaming 
capabilities

CAPTURE AND SHARE A 
POWERFUL NEW NARRATIVE 
Ensuring customer-facing teams feel valued and protected is essential. The VT50 is designed 
to record those exceptional events that impact your staff and reputation. Built to record high-
quality audio and video, the VT50 is ready to capture and share a powerful new narrative.
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WI-FI STREAMING 
CAPABILITIES
Front-line workers need to be connected to feel 
protected at all times.

Increased situational awareness is vital to creating a safe and productive working 
environment. Wi-Fi streaming empowers control room teams to respond quickly when 
situations escalate.

With the ability to simultaneously live-stream, and record High Definition video for up to 
1 hour on a single charge, the VT50 helps your staff feel safe and protected.

HIGH-QUALITY VIDEO 
AND AUDIO
Empowers customer-facing teams to confidently record 
an accurate picture of events.

Body-worn cameras are typically used to protect people and prove professionalism. 
With 720p High Definition video and high-quality audio, the VT50 enables front-line 
teams to record evidence-grade video footage.

Capturing events from the wearer’s perspective delivers a powerful new narrative.
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INTUITIVE OPERATION AND 
CAMERA MANAGEMENT
A wearable video camera solution that requires 
minimal user interaction.

With a battery standby time of up to 3-months in instant recording mode, the VT50 is simple 
to use and manage, meaning staff are more likely to adopt the new technology.

One-touch operation and rapid camera allocation further simplifies operation of the VT50. 
Simply swipe and lift to assign a camera for the duration of a shift with zero fuss.

LIGHTWEIGHT, COMPACT 
AND DISCREET
When you need a wearable video solution that integrates 
seamlessly with every uniform.

Customer-facing teams need a discreet, yet high performing wearable video camera. 
Weighing only 27 grams, the VT50 is Motorola Solutions’ smallest and lightest 
body-worn camera. 

The VT50’s compact and lightweight design helps integrate into any uniform, for 
unparalleled deployment flexibility.
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VMS INTEGRATION 
Empowering your teams to see the bigger picture is essential for a safe and efficient workplace. 
Adding body-worn cameras to an existing CCTV infrastructure delivers a first-person point of view 
to your security and surveillance operations.

The VT50 is designed for commercial applications where an intuitive, lightweight wearable camera that integrates seamlessly 
into existing fixed CCTV is required.  

With its Wi-Fi streaming capabilities, the VT50 can record and stream for up to 1 hour on a single charge. 

RAPID CAMERA ALLOCATION
Organisations with a large workforce need a fast and efficient method of allocating body-worn cameras.
Staff simply swipe their RFID tag or ID card to obtain a VT50 for the duration of a shift. 

Using RFID assigns the best available camera to the individual, removing unnecessary guesswork.

RFID camera allocation also ensures that recordings can be accurately attributed to the relevant member of staff, in the event of a 
customer or colleague dispute.



VIDEOMANAGER 
ADVANCED MEDIA, DEVICE AND
USER MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Capture video. Prepare evidence. Share intelligence.

VideoManager enhances the capabilities of Motorola Solutions’ body-worn cameras via a seamless, intuitive and highly configurable software 
experience. Security and workflow optimisation take centre stage. Customisable roles and device profiles control system access, and audit logs 
provide the all-important evidence trail required to support the judicial process.
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FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE
We know your organisation is unique, that’s why we built a VideoManager to suit everyone. Whether you need a highly scalable cloud instance 
to support 10,000 body-worn cameras or a smaller, on-premises 100 camera deployment, there’s a VideoManager that fits.

CLOUD SERVICE

No Software to Install
Managed Upgrades
Automatic Licence Renewal
Effortless Scalability

ENTERPRISE LICENCE

Complete Control
Maximum Security
Enables On-premises 
Integrations with VMS
Leverage Your Existing Infrastructure


